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The use of the Debye potential for the dense plasma region was criticized in a comment on a paper by
Reinholzet al. @Phys. Rev. E52, 5368 ~1995!#. The Debye screening model is of limited validity but other
many-particle effects such as partial ionization, structure factor, local-field corrections, and degeneracy have to
be considered for high densities. The electrical conductivity calculated within the present model is in reason-
able agreement with available experimental data.@S1063-651X~98!16002-6#

PACS number~s!: 52.25.Kn, 52.25.Fi
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We agree completely with the comment of Tkachen
that the Debye model for screening in a charged part
system is of limited validity. The classical criterion that th
number of particles in the so-called Debye sphere has to
greater than one is not fulfilled in the high-density doma
considered in Ref.@1#. On the other hand, screening effec
are not strictly limited to the Debye sphere. The poten
strength of the interaction between two particles is only
duced by a factor of 1/e at the Debye length compared wit
the bare Coulomb potential due to screening. Furtherm
the treatment of the dynamics of the screening proces
necessary instead of using the static Debye potential~see
Refs. @2,3#!. Another possibility to go beyond the simp
Debye model is to solve the nonlinear Poisson equation@4#
instead of the linearized version. Such a more detailed tr
ment of screening was not intended in Ref.@1#. A self-
consistent treatment of screening and correlation effects
fully ionized plasma was given, e.g., in Ref.@5#.

In dense, low-temperature plasmas, the treatment
many-particle effects other than screening is of central
portance. Therefore, in Ref.@1# we focused on the influenc
of partial ionization,T matrix cross sections, and the ion-io
structure factor on the thermodynamic and transport pro
ties of dense hydrogen plasmas within a quantum statis
approach valid for arbitrary degeneracy. Only two quantiti
the two-particle partition function@Eq. ~9!# and the electron
transport cross sections@Eq. ~40!#, have been evaluated usin
the Debye potential for the calculation of scattering ph
shifts. Although important for the numerical results, this
not the keystone of our paper.

The equation of state was evaluated by taking into
count exchange and correlation contributions betw
charged particles, the interactions with neutrals~polarization!
and between neutrals~van der Waals attraction and hard-co
repulsion!. However, we have not interpreted the exchan
and correlation contributions in terms of the dielectric fun
tion which corresponds to the self-consistent treatmen
screening in Refs.@6# and @7#.

On the other hand, one should note that we have ta
into account bound and scattering state contributions to
two-particle partition function. The corresponding total co
related two-particle density@Eq. ~9!# leads to a lower bound
for the conductivity when interpreted in terms of an ioniz
tion degree@model ~c! of Ref. @1##. Considering only bound
571063-651X/98/57~3!/3678~2!/$15.00
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state contributions@Planck-Larkin partition function, models
~a! and~b! in Ref. @1##, a higher ionization degree and, thus,
a higher conductivity follows.

The conductivities calculated within the method outlined
in Ref. @1# agree with available experimental data. This has
been shown in detail for the Coulombic part~fully ionized
plasma! and partially ionized alkali plasmas; see Refs.@8#
and@9#. In addition, using an improved equation of state for
dense, neutral hydrogen fluid without ionization@10#, we
have performed calculations for the electrical conductivity
within the partially ionized plasma~PIP! model of Ref.@1#
for conditions reached in recent shock-wave experimen

FIG. 1. Conductivity in dense fluid hydrogen measured in
single-shock experiments~dashed line, Ref.@11#! compared with
the partially ionized plasma~PIP! model of Ref.@1# ~solid line!.
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@11,12#. For example, in Fig. 1 we compare our results w
the single-shock data@11# between (122)31023 cm23 and
300024500 K. For those conditions, the ionization degree
very low ~between 3310210 and 431026! and the corre-
sponding conductivities are in the range of the experime
data. In particluar, the strong increase of the conductiv
with the density is reproduced. Therefore, I cannot ag
with the statement that the conductivities reported in Ref.@1#
are doubtful in the high-density region.

A few remarks to the comment of Tkachenko have to
added. Equation~12! in Ref. @1# gives the screening lengt
based on the linearized Poisson equation using the F
distribution function for the electron density at arbitrary d
generacy of the plasma. This formula is not constructed
yields the correct limiting cases, the Debye length for no
degenerate plasmas and the Thomas-Fermi length for de
erate plasmas. This equation has to be multiplied by 4p on
the right-hand side.

Another misprint occurred in Eq.~20! of Ref. @1# defining
the partition functions of rotational and vibrational state
The correct equation is
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The numerical results are not affected in either cases.
The parametrization for the local-field correctionsG(k)

of Ichimaru and Utsumi@13# is strictly valid for T50 and
r S<15. The numerical results have shown that the ion-
structure factorSii (k) is only important in the high-density
degenerate domain where temperature effects are neglig
so that the parametrization of Ref.@13# can be applied.

Unfortunately, we missed the subsequent papers of
amyanet al. @7#, which give new results for the conductivit
of fully ionized plasmas within a generalized Lorentz a
proximation @6#. Comparing the results of Ref.@1# for the
fully ionized reference plasma~Fig. 7! with their results~Fig.
1 of Ref. @6#!, rather good agreement can be stated. T
results of Ref.@6# are obtained within a self-consistent mod
for the polarization function. The authors have given a lo
density expansion of the Spitzer formula@Eq. ~7!#, which has
misled us in the characterization of their numerical result

I conclude that the conductivities calculated within t
partially ionized plasma model of Ref.@1# show the right
low- and high-density asymptotes for fully ionized plasma
reproduce available experimental results for partially ioniz
plasmas, and yield qualitative agreement with recent sho
wave experiments in dense fluid hydrogen.
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